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WHAT IS COUNTERFEIT 

The term "counterfeit" means make a fake good so that is mistaken for the original or manufacture, 

import, sell or use the goods or services covered by intellectual property. Counterfeiting is an age-old 

phenomenon that affects many sectors. The marketing of counterfeit products affect the safety and 

health of consumers but also on the economy of the Country, the fraudulent imitation of a product 

may cause deflection of trade and unfair competition phenomena (producing very serious damage to 

the development of research and innovation). 

HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF 

The sale of counterfeit goods is carried out through different distribution channels, in which 

counterfeiting is not always obvious. It can often be done through external markets to regular 

distribution, such as stalls or beaches, or via Internet and, finally, in shops belonging to the regular 

distribution. This consumer guidelines provides practical tips to guard against the risk of unknowingly 

buy counterfeit goods.  

To avoid buying counterfeit toys, parents should pay attention to the following factors: 

PRICE: counterfeit toys in general have a lower price than the original, because made with 

cheaper materials; 

PACKAGE: counterfeit toys are generally devoid of the rigid box and sealed that distinguishes 

the original product; 

BRAND: Although some counterfeit toys can be very similar to the original brand, which can 

mislead the consumer must pay attention to details such as color gradients, print font size, logo 

design etc., that differentiate a counterfeit from the original brand; 

QUALITY: counterfeit toys are made with cheap materials and poor quality, but above all 

materials that can even be toxic and harmful to children. 
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GOOD RULES 

THE COUNTERFEITING IS NOT ALWAYS OBVIOUS. 

TO AVOID BUYING COUNTERFEIT GOODS UNKNOWINGLY IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU FOLLOW A 

FEW SIMPLE RULES: 

try to avoid buying products too cheap compared to the market price. It can be tempting but it's 

not original product index. 

For purchases always contact an authorized sellers. 

Use, before carrying out the relevant value purchases, on the advice of people who have more 

knowledge of the product. 

Always check the labels of the products purchased (the label is their "identity card") and be 

wary of those with sensitive or unclear or lack of indications of origin and "CE" (for products 

that include). 

Buy only products in boxes and packaging intact, with the name of the manufacturer, making 

sure of their origin and any quality or certification marks. 

Exercise caution for sales made "door to door": If you do not receive precise information on the 

identity and contact details (telephone, address, etc.) of the seller, it is possible that it is 

counterfeit. 

Pay attention to the purchase of products offered on the internet or television programs, 

especially in cases where it is not possible to examine the goods before purchase and return it 

upon receipt. 
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COUNTERFEITING IN THE TOYS SECTOR 

We can call toy, by the law (Legislative Decree No. 54/2011), any product designed or intended, 

exclusively or otherwise, to be used for purposes of play by children under 14 years. 

Users of toys, must be protected against risks to health and physical safety, when the toys are used in 

accordance with their intended purpose or foreseeable use is made, taking into account the usual 

behaviour of children. 

The strict regulations of reference (the aforementioned legislative decree 54/2011, transposing the 

European directive 2009/48/EC) is the guarantor of this protection and the inspection bodies 

constantly check market conformity of products brought into Community territory. 

In fact, the numerous cases of seizures of counterfeit goods or non-compliant - that happen to our 

borders or on Italian territory – bear witness to the growing attention of our law enforcement with 

regard to products intended for children. 

If counterfeit goods or illegal goods continues to arrive on our territory there is only one explanation: 

counterfeiters earn and speculate on the safety of users (especially the kids) because a counterfeit 

toy is always an illegal toy, for a simple reason: legal production cost more. 

Companies invest in research, design, and eventually severe tests mechanical tests, chemical and 

physical to deliver safe products and standard and each step has a cost. That cost does not support 

those who copy and produces ignoring the rules. 

In 2014 were seized by law enforcement over 15 million illegal toys and of these a third were found to 

be counterfeit. 
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REGULATORY REFERENCE 

Toys placed on the market of the European Community shall comply with the relevant 

Community legislation, and economic operators, depending on the role they play in the supply 

chain, are responsible for the conformity of toys to this legislation.  

The D.lgs. No. 54 of April 11 2011, implementing Decree of the European Directive No. 2009/48/EC on 

the safety of toys, requires that products placed on the market comply with specific safety 

requirements and that each component (including chemicals that contain), both designed and 

developed so as not to compromise the safety and health of the child. 

At the same time as already mentioned D.lgs. n. 54/2011, the toy should be subject to a number of 

Community regulations and directives that regulate the toxicological aspect, elliptical and electronic 

components and end-of-life management. 

Specifically, the D.lgs. n° 54/2011 indicates in his main lines as follows: 

the manufacturer (or importer) indicates on the toy or packaging own name, the trade name or 

registered trade mark and the address where he can be contacted.   

The manufacturer (or importer) cannot enter the market without toys CE marking. With this 

marking certifying that the toy was manufactured in compliance with standards (national, 

community, techniques). The CE marking must be affixed visibly, legibly and indelibly to the toy 

or on a label affixed to the packaging (where appropriate). 

The manufacturer shall ensure that on the toy is affixed a lot number, model number, or some 

other element that allows the identification and traceability. 

Before placing a toy on the market the manufacturer shall carry out an analysis of the chemical 

hazards, physical-mechanical and electrical, flammability, hygiene and radioactivity that may 

present and an assessment of potential exposure to such dangers. 

Warnings and instructions for use which are supplied with the toys, written at least in Italian 

language, must draw the attention of users (or whoever makes the surveillance) about any 

dangers and risks that may entail and how to avoid these risks and dangers. 
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Any economic operator (manufacturer, importer, Distributor) that considers or has reason to 

believe that a toy placed on the market is not in conformity with Community legislation shall 

take the necessary corrective measures to bring that toy, to withdraw it or recall it, depending 

on the case. 
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WHICH KIND OF COUNTERFEIT? 

Counterfeiting is an action that violates the intellectual property, or that collection of trademarks and 

other distinctive signs, geographical indications, designations of origin and designs, featuring 

products and companies to protect through various forms of registration (trademarks and patents). 

The violation can be total when we have a product literally copied from an original, or partial, for 

example, when the copying took obvious inspiration from the original product, using trademarks or 

designs or similar content that may mislead the consumer. 

In one case or another, and intermediate cases, however we are dealing with a violation, all the more 

serious as the product in question is aimed at an audience very sensitive as that of children. 

(Identical copy)      (inspired copy) 
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FOCUS: Strollers and Prams 

The rule EN 1888: 2012 ("articles for children – Prams and strollers-safety requirements and test 

methods") specifies safety requirements and test methods for buggies and prams are designed for 

the transport of one or more children. 

 

A stroller/pram to be sure must comply with certain requirements relating to: safe space around the 

child, angle between seat and backrest, folding/unfolding mechanisms of the stroller, entrapment of 

fingers in holes, crushing fingers in moving parts, small parts, restraint systems, and parking braking 

systems, stability, motion and resistance of handles, structural strength of the product. 

Here's an overview of the main aspects regulated by European standard: 

°
compliance with migration limits of heavy metals in analogy to the provisions for toys; 

°
use of materials to avoid rapid propagation of flames (so-called Flash effect); 

°
Some definition of a protected volume around the child within which have experienced 

requirements: 

no detachable parts that may can entrap fingers, feet and head and crush/shearing 

points of body parts due to the presence of moving parts; 

no detachable parts with dimensions such that they can be ingested or inhaled by the 

child; 

absence of sharp edges or sharp points; 
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°
suitability for use from birth according to the dimensional characteristics and restraint 

systems; 

°
folding systems that prevents accidental closure of the product: the rule establishes specific 

requirements (e.g. d securities, automatisms, etc.) depending on the number and type of user-

driven mechanisms; 

°
use of parking and braking systems that prevent product movement in gradient; for strollers 

with front swivel wheels must be present parking systems acting simultaneously on both rear 

wheels; 

°
product stability, verified by simulating real-world use in slope in several configurations 

contemplated; 

°
the structural integrity of the product is subjected to several tests: 

resistance of handles, verified by simulating a step to 10,000 times; 

resistance of the structure, verified by the passage over a set of obstacles attached to a 

treadmill for 72,000 times, followed by a frontal impact test; 

resistance of the fastening systems of tempered and shuttle strollers; 

resistance of wheel clamping mechanisms. 

The rule also provides for the affixing on a product of some important information:  

°
the identification details of the product and the manufacturer, importer or company 

responsible for placing on the market; 

°
the number and date of the reference European standard (EN 1888: 2012); 

°
the following warning (preceded by the word "Warning" or "Caution"): 

never leave the child unattended; 

always use child restraint systems (only car seat); 

This seat is not suitable for children under 6 months (only for products which are not 

suitable from birth); 
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use the safety harness as soon as your child can sit unaided (only for shuttle strollers 

longer than 80 cm); 

The product should also be accompanied by instructions containing information and warnings about 

the Assembly, operation and the proper use of the product. 

For products distributed on the Italian territory, the warnings on the product and the instructions 

must be available in Italian. 

In order to ensure the safety of children, in addition to using a product conforms to, are of 

fundamental importance some behaviors of the parent (or those who take care of children); in 

particular: 

°
never leave the child unattended; 

°
always use the restraint system (e.g. seatbelts); 

°
always operate the parking systems when you stop (even if conditions do not seem to apply – 

the stroller could still move and get into dangerous situations, e.g. in the street or subway); 

°
do not use the product with a number of children exceeding that provided by the 

manufacturer; 

°
do not overload the handles with bags and other loads which exceed the maximum weight 

which may be laid down by the manufacturer: this product may tip over; 

°
do not use accessories not approved by the manufacturer, although seemingly compatible; the 

product may be damaged or made unsafe. 
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DAMAGES CAUSED BY COUNTERFEITING 

As we have seen who copy does to earn illicitly on the shoulders of honest companies that invest in 

research, and in securing materials and above all on the shoulders of the consumer. 

Those who produce counterfeit goods affects honest companies twice: first because "skip" the 

delicate stage of designing a toy which we know to be very time consuming and expensive. 

The second time, because it sells products at a price that, not respecting the rules on the use of 

materials, documentation, test, it is certainly less than that charged by a company that respects the 

rules. 

So counterfeited products are definitely substandard because produce legally cost more.. 

It is then immediately understand that all products except standard can be dangerous, regardless of 

whether or not to reproduce an original toy. 

And it is on this point that focuses the attention of institutions whose task is to protect the market, to 

prevent the marketing of products which do not comply with the rules. 

The increase in the number of seizures of counterfeit and substandard toys testifies to the growing 

attention that all involved are placing on these issues. 
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CONSUMER GUIDELINES   

HOW TO AVOID COUNTERFEIT 

10 RULES TO IDENTIFY A SAFE TOY  

PURCHASE TIME:     

1. always buy toys at retailers and web sites you trust. Unreliable retailers ignore the 

requirements of health and safety and might trade counterfeit goods which by their nature are 

at high risk. 

2. Buy only toys bearing the CE marking (obligatory at EU level) and in accordance with 

European standards.  Even if the CE marking is not a guarantee for the consumer is still a sign 

that the manufacturer undertakes to carry out a careful analysis of the hazards that the toy 

may present and meet the safety requirements of the European Union. 

3. Name and address of the manufacturer and/or importer or distributor, and the data 

needed to identify and contact in case of problems, must be present on the toy or on the 

packaging. Always make sure when buying that this information is available and easily visible. 

An honest and responsible operator is not afraid to be recognized. Doubts when faced with 

situations of lack of transparency because they often underlie uncertain security conditions. 

4. Choose this toy thinking child who receives it and not to achieve your desires; so keep in mind 

these bans and the age range indicated on the package. Read carefully all warnings and 

indications of danger; It’s not an irrelevant detail, but a crucial support during the selection. In 

particular, the prohibition symbol 0-3 or the warning "not suitable for children under 36 

months," draws attention to a particularly sensitive users. Buy toys not suitable to the age of 

your child has as its only result to expose unnecessarily to potential dangers. 
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AFTER THE PURCHASE:     

5. you should be sure that you have followed the instructions for correct assembly and 

understood the indications relating to the safe use of the product. Remember that the 

instructions are an integral part of the safety concept of the toy. This information must be 

supplied by the manufacturer in a language easily understood by consumers to which they are 

addressed; otherwise, ask for clarification at the point of sale and the reasons for such failure. 

Keep all with the toy's packaging. 

6. Remove all packaging and make sure your child does not play with the plastic packaging 

as they are a real danger and a risk of suffocation. 

7. Make sure personally that toys and their parts can be disassembled for any sharp edges, 

sharp edges or excessively protruding angles. Pays special attention to small parties 

because the baby in the first three years brings spontaneously and naturally all at the mouth. 

The mechanical toys shall be constructed so that the gears are not accessible. Ropes, strings, 

reins and laces must not have length and thickness to be dangerous. Make sure that the 

materials of toys or plush fabric quality (hairs that don't come off, eyes and nose fixed so anti-

snag, solid short tapes seams and padding that crumbles) and non-flammable. Similarly, make 

sure that the plastic toys are made with quality materials and manufacturing imperfections 

(e.g. burrs) so as to make the dangerous toy for injury to the skin and mucous membranes. 
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8. Electric toys must be able to operate only via external transformer with low-voltage cut-

out device (the supply voltage shall not exceed 24 Volts). The battery-powered toys must 

be marked with the battery voltage by use and with directions on proper positioning. Never 

mix old and new batteries or different voltage. If they are intended for children under 36 

months, toys must have a battery compartment inaccessible (e.g. closed with screws). This 

requirement is also extended to other age groups in the case of button cells. 

9. Periodically check that toys are not broken or functional abnormalities that can cause 

accidents. In case of doubt on the maintenance of safety requirements, contact your sales 

outlet or contact the manufacturer. Meanwhile keep this toy to a safe area are difficult to 

reach. 

10. Teach your child to tidy up her toys when you have finished the game: many accidents are 

caused by accidental falls on toys left on the floor. Similarly, keep toys intended to carefully 

separated children of different ages; not have this foresight could render useless the 

assessments done up to this point. 
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WHAT TO DO IN CASE OF COUNTERFEIT 

GOODS 

It’s important to remember that to have greater guarantees about security, authenticity and 

warranty, it is important to buy from authorized dealers (officially by the producers), to exercise 

their rights, in the event of a defect or faulty goods. 

WHOM TO CONTACT TO PROTECT YOURSELF 

If the buyer has reasonable doubt that he unknowingly purchased a counterfeit product, may report 

the fact to: 

CALL CENTER 

  +39 06 4705 5800   +39 06 4705 5750 

From Monday to Friday from 9.00 to 17.00 

  contactcenteruibm@mise.gov.it 

ANTI-COUNTERFEITING HOTLINE 
 

  +39 06 4705 3800  +39 06 4705 3539 

From Monday to Friday from 9.00 to 17.00 

  anticontraffazione@mise.gov.it 

INFORMATION CENTRE 

From Monday to Friday from 9,30 to 13,30 

For any afternoon appointment please contact the Call Center 

For more information, please visit the WEB at the following addresses: 

  www.mise.gov.it     www.uibm.gov.it 

 Directorate General for the Fight against Counterfeiting - I.P.T.O. 

Ministry of Economic Development
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F.A.L.S.T.A.F.F. PROJECT  

Developed and launched since 2004, the FALSTAFF project aims to promote the circulation of 

original goods, according to quality and safety, in order to ensure free competition in the 

market. The FALSTAFF project team can be contacted at the following address: 

     dogane.falstaff@agenziadogane.it 

 

S.I.A.C. PROJECT  

The Anti-counterfeiting information system (S.I.A.C.) is a project co-funded by the European 

Commission and entrusted by the Ministry of the Interior to the Finance Guard, confirming the 

central role of the body in the specific operating sector. 

The initiative took the moves of gained knowledge that for a multidimensional and cross abuse 

phenomenon like that of counterfeiting must "do" system among all institutional components 

and actors involved in the fight against "fake industry". Starting from this premise, the project 

was realized as telematics platform composed of several multi-purpose applications that 

perform the functions of: 

information for consumers; 

Cooperation between the institutional actors, and in particular, between Polices forces and 

between these and the Local Police forces; 

Collaboration between companies and institutional components. 

The web site of the Anti-counterfeiting information system is maintained by the staff of the 

Special Protection Unit, Markets under special forces command of the Guardia di Finanza. 

It is possible to contact the editors of S.I.A.C. at: 

  +39 08 0588 2221 

or at the following email address: 

  siac@gdf.it

  Customs Agencies

  Finance Guard
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